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Abstract—Software instrumentation is an important aspect of software-intensive distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems because it enables real-time feedback of system properties, such as resource usage and component state, for performance analysis. Although it is critical not to collect too much instrumentation data to ensure minimal impact on the DRE system’s existing performance properties, the design and implementation of software instrumentation middleware can impact how much instrumentation data can be collected. This can indirectly impact the DRE system’s existing properties and performance analysis, and is more of a concern when using general-purpose software instrumentation middleware for DRE systems.

This paper provides two contributions to instrumenting software-intensive DRE systems. First, it presents two techniques named the Standard Flat-rate Envelope and Pay-per-use for improving the performance of software instrumentation middleware for DRE systems. Secondly, it quantitatively evaluates performance gains realized by the two techniques in the context of OASIS, which is open-source dynamic instrumentation middleware for DRE systems. Our results show that the Standard Flat-rate Envelope improves performance up to 57% and the Pay-per-use improves performance up to 49%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software instrumentation [1] is the primary method for collecting data from a distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) system. With software instrumentation, it is possible to collect instrumentation data related to resource usage (e.g., CPU, memory, and network usage), system state (e.g., the liveness of both hardware and software components), and system execution profiles (e.g., system execution trace). Depending on the type of software instrumentation employed, instrumentation data can be collected and stored locally [1], [2], remotely (outside the DRE system’s execution network) [3], [4], or a combination of both [2]. Irrespective of how instrumentation data is collected and stored, the goal of instrumenting a DRE system is to support analysis of system properties.

Traditionally, instrumentation middleware for DRE systems is custom designed and implemented for the DRE system undergoing software instrumentation [5]. This is because DRE systems have stringent performance requirements that can warrant a custom framework designed around what metrics to collect. This design approach, however, makes it hard for DRE system developers to incorporate new metrics late in the software lifecycle, and does not promote reuse of “business-logic” related to real-time instrumentation of DRE systems.

Because there is need for general-purpose instrumentation middleware that targets DRE systems—similar to general-purpose middleware for DRE systems based on open-standards [6]–[8] that address other concerns—the Open-source Architecture for Software Instrumentation of Systems (OASIS) [9] was incarnated. Like most general-purpose middleware solutions [10], [11], OASIS is highly configurable and designed to support a range of DRE system domains, middleware technologies, and programming languages. These features of OASIS, like most general-purpose middleware solutions, are met by compromising some aspects of performance through the use of abstractions [12].

Although general-purpose instrumentation middleware for DRE systems may be less optimal than custom instrumentation middleware, it is still necessary to examine different optimization techniques that can potentially improve performance. This is because it not only helps the general-purpose middleware get close to optimal, but it also describes optimization techniques that may be applicable in other application domains. Based on this desire to continue improving the performance of general-purpose middleware solutions, such as OASIS, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- It discusses the Standard Flat-rate Envelope optimization technique, which abstracts networking middleware technologies while delaying translation costs, such as performance, until the data is read;
- It discusses the Pay-per-use optimization technique, which reduces packaging overhead by writing an object’s state directly to a predetermined packaging location; and
- It quantitatively evaluates performance gains of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope and Pay-per-use techniques in the context of OASIS.

Results from our evaluation show the Standard Flat-rate Envelope can improve performance up to 57% and the Pay-per-use can improve performance up to 49%.

Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief overview of
OASIS; Section III explains the Standard Flat-rate Envelope Pattern and the Pay-per-use Pattern; Section IV discusses the results of our quantitative experiments; Section V compare our work with other related work; and Section VI provides concluding remarks and lessons learned.

II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF OASIS

OASIS is real-time instrumentation middleware for DRE systems that uses a metametics-driven design integrated with loosely-coupled data collection facilities. Figure 1 provides a detailed overview of OASIS’s architecture.

As shown in this figure, OASIS’s architecture has the following interfaces and objects that are important to the remainder this paper:

- **Software Probe.** The software probe is the entity responsible for collecting metrics from the DRE system undergoing software instrumentation. The instrumentation data (or metrics) can be application-level (e.g., the value of application variables, number of events received by a component, and a component’s state) or system-level (e.g., memory, CPU, and network usage stats). Lastly, software probes can be either client-driven (i.e., flushed by application-level code) or autonomous agents (i.e., active objects) that collect instrumentation data at a user-defined rate.

- **Embedded Instrumentation Node.** The Embedded Instrumentation (EI) Node bridges locality constrained abstractions (i.e., local data channels) with networking-enabled abstractions (i.e., data channels). When the EI Node receives packaged instrumentation data as a data packet, it prepends its information (e.g., UUID, packet number, timestamp, and hostname) to the data packet, and passes it to a data channel (explained later).

- **Local Data Channel.** The local data channel is an abstraction that regulates control between a software probe and the EI Node. There can be different types of local data channel implementations. For example, one implementation could speculate on collected data—passing it along only if it is of interest. Another implementation could queue collected instrumentation data if there is no network connection. This design approach allows the application undergoing instrumentation to strategize how data is handled after it is collected and before sending it over the network.

- **Data Channel.** The data channel is an abstraction that sends collected instrumentation over the network to a Data Acquisition and Controller. It therefore supports inter-process communication unlike its sibling—the local data channel. There can be many different implementations of a data channel. For example, one implementation of a data channel could use CORBA [7] and another implementation can use Data Distribution Services (DDS) [13]. This design approach allows the application undergoing instrumentation to select the most appropriate networking middleware technology to send collected instrumentation data over the network.

- **Data Acquisition and Controller.** The Data Acquisition and Controller (DAC) is responsible for receiving collected instruction data from the application undergoing software instrumentation and controlling access to it. The DAC also manages data handlers, which are objects that act upon received instrumentation data. For example, an archive data handler stores collected metrics in a relational database; a DDS data handler transforms collected instrumentation data to DDS events and publishes it; and a WebSocket data handler that publishes data over WebSockets [14] for viewing collected data over the Web. This design approach allows OASIS to abstract away the collection facilities from data handling facilities, and places data handling facilities outside of the DRE system’s execution domain.

- **Test and Execution Manager.** The Test and Execution (TnE) Manager is a naming service for DACs. It is therefore the main entry point into OASIS for external clients that want to access collected instrumentation data.

As discussed above, OASIS has many abstractions that improve both its flexibility and configurability. Abstractions, however, can reduce performance due to different levels of indirection. It is therefore necessary to understand how to improve performance without compromising flexibility and configurability provided by abstractions. With this in mind, the remainder of this paper discusses two different techniques implemented in OASIS to improve its performance without compromising its generality.

III. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IMPLEMENTED IN OASIS TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

This section discusses the design and implementation of two optimization techniques named Standard Flat-rate Envelope and Pay-per-use that are implemented in OASIS to improve its performance. Each technique is presented using the accepted approach for presenting software design patterns [15] because it promotes discussion of overall design, collaborators, and consequences so developers have a more in-depth understanding of the technique.

A. **Standard Flat-rate Envelope**

1) **Intent:** Abstract networking middleware technologies while delaying translation costs until the data is read.
2) **Motivation:** In OASIS, the DAC receives instrumentation data via different networking middleware technologies. For example, the DAC can receive instrumentation data on a TAO [11] or OpenSplice [16] endpoint. When the DAC receives instrumentation data, it then forwards it to different data handlers. Each data handler, however, will have different intentions for the instrumentation data. For example, one data handler may store the instrumentation data in a relational database, whereas another may convert the instrumentation data to a different object model.

One approach to address this problem is to have a standard object model that is used to pass collected instrumentation data between each data handler. Each networking middleware endpoint exposed by the DAC is then responsible for converting the received instrumentation data to the standard object model. Although this design is feasible, the receiving endpoint must pay an upfront cost to pass collected instrumentation data to the data handler—even if none of the content is accessed.

A better design approach is to let each networking middleware endpoint exposed by the DAC receive data using its own object model. The endpoint-specific object model is then encapsulated in a standards-based object model and passed to the data handlers. The data handlers then can access the data using a standard interface. This design approach does not require each receiving endpoint to pay an upfront cost for receiving collected instrumentation data (i.e., there is a flat-rate above and beyond normal middleware cost to receive data and pass it along). Instead, cost is paid if and when a data handler accesses the collected instrumentation data.

3) **Applicability:** Use the Standard Flat-rate Envelope when:

- you want to delay the cost of accessing data until the data is actually being accessed.
- you need to provide a standard method for accessing data without using a standard object model upfront (i.e., converting data to the standard object model).
- you want to expose multiple networking middleware technologies for receiving data, and want to provide a standard method for working with each one.

4) **Structure:** Figure 2 shows the structure of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.

5) **Participants:** The participants in the Standard Flat-rate Envelope are as follows:

- **AbstractEnvelope.** Defines the standard interface for accessing the contents of the object model across different middleware technologies.
- **ConcreteEnvelope.** An implementation of the AbstractEnvelope participant that encapsulates a ConcreteData object.
- **ConcreteData.** The actual data received by its corresponding ConcreteEndpoint object.
- **DataHandler.** The object that is responsible for handling data encapsulated in ConcreteEnvelope objects.
- **DataHandlers.** A collection of DataHandler objects.
- **AbstractEndpoint.** The interface definition for all ConcreteEndpoint implementations.

![Fig. 2. Structural diagram of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.](image-url)

- **ConcreteEndpoint.** An AbstractEndpoint implementation that is the source of data using its own object model.
- **Client.** Manages both DataHandler objects and AbstractEndpoint objects.

6) **Collaborations:** The collaborations of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope are as follows:

- The Client initializes the ConcreteEndpoint with a reference to a DataHandlers object. This allows the ConcreteEndpoint object to send ConcreteEnvelope objects to DataHandler objects via the DataHandlers object.
- The ConcreteEndpoint object creates a ConcreteEnvelope object, and initializes the ConcreteEnvelope with received ConcreteData. The ConcreteEndpoint does not translate the ConcreteData to a standard object model.
- The ConcreteEndpoint object passes the ConcreteEnvelope object—now seen as an AbstractEnvelope object—to the DataHandlers object.
- The DataHandlers object passes the AbstractEnvelope object to each registered DataHandler object.
- The DataHandler object accesses the data using the interface defined on the AbstractEnvelope.

7) **Consequences:** Here are key consequences of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope:

1) **It hides the internal data representation.** The AbstractEnvelope provides the DataHandler object with an abstract interface for accessing received data. This interface lets each endpoint hide the internal representation of its object model. Moreover, it allows DataHandler objects to operate with different ConcreteEnvelope implementations uniformly.

2) **It delays the cost of accessing the data.** At some point, there must be a standard object model used to access the data—especially when dealing with complex types. Instead of converting data to the standard object model when received, it is not converted until the data is accessed. This is because the ConcreteEndpoint object
allocates a ConcreteEnvelope object that merely wraps received data. The ConcreteEnvelope is then passed to different DataHandler objects via the DataHandlers object. When the DataHandler accesses the encapsulated data it must be converted to the standard object model for that single data point.

8) **Implementation:** Typically, there is an AbstractEndpoint that allows the client to manage it. Also, the DataHandler defines methods for receiving objects that are of type AbstractEnvelope. The ConcreteEndpoint object is responsible for implementing the AbstractEndpoint interface, and the ConcreteEnvelope object is responsible for implementing the AbstractEnvelope interface. Aside from these implementation details, here are other implementation issues that must be considered:

1) **Cache data internally after its first access.** When the ConcreteEndpoint objects receives data, it encapsulates it in a ConcreteEnvelope. The ConcreteEnvelope does not translate the data to a standard object model. It is only when the data is accessed is it converted to a standard object model. For built-in types, such as integers and possibly strings, this conversion is trivial, if not negligible. When dealing with complex types, this conversion becomes more of a concern. In order to reduce performance cost of repeatedly converting between the endpoint and the standard object model, it may be beneficial to cache the converted data in the ConcreteEnvelope after its first access. This will allow faster access to the encapsulated data, and is only a one-time on-demand cost—similar to delay loading of shared libraries—but requires an additional check each time the data is accessed to ensure that it is converted. This approach therefore should be used when the cost of the conversion check is less than the cost of converting the data to the standard object model each time the data is accessed.

2) **Use free list to amortize cost of creating ConcreteEnvelope objects.** Each time a ConcreteEndpoint object receives data, it creates a ConcreteEnvelope object and passes the data to the DataHandlers object. If the ConcreteEnvelope object is dynamically allocated each time, then it is recommended that the ConcreteEndpoint object allocate is corresponding ConcreteEnvelope objects from a free list. This will help reduce negative performance impact caused by the excessive dynamic allocation performance anti-pattern [17].

3) **Should abstractions be used for complex types in the standard data/object model?** As explained above, converting basic types in an endpoint’s object model to its corresponding type in the standard object model is trivial. When dealing with complex types, e.g., abstract data types, in the standard object model, it may be necessary to use abstractions to represent those types—similar to the relationship between the AbstractEnvelope and the ConcreteEnvelope. This is because each endpoint will have different object models for each contained complex type. This implementation concern therefore implies that the relationship between the AbstractEnvelope and the ConcreteEnvelope can be applied recursively throughout the standard object model to contained objects.

9) **Sample Code:** The following C++ code implements the Standard Flat-rate Envelope based on how it is implemented in OASIS. As shown in Listing 1, the DataPacket class is the AbstractEnvelope object that defines the interface implemented by all ConcreteEnvelope objects. Likewise, the DataHandler is the data handler object that interacts with the data encapsulated in ConcreteEnvelope objects.

```cpp
class DataPacket {
    virtual ~DataPacket() { }
    virtual char *data (void) const = 0;
    virtual bool byte_order (void) const = 0;
    // Other interface methods...
protected:
    DataPacket (void) { }
};

class DataHandler {
    virtual ~DataHandler (void) { }
    virtual void handle_data (const DataPacket & dp) { }
protected:
    DataHandler (void) { }
};

Listing 1. Variation of the DataPacket and DataHandler implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.
```

As shown in Listing 2, the DataHandlerSet class is a simple wrapper class around a set collection. It also implements a method named handle_data() that distributes DataPacket objects to registered DataHandler objects.

```cpp
class DataHandlerSet {
    ~DataHandlerSet (void) { }
    void insert (DataHandler * handler) {
        this->handlers_.insert (handler);
    }
    void handle_data (const DataPacket & dp) {
        std::set<DataHandler>::iterator
            iter = this->handlers_.begin (),
            iter_end = this->handlers_.end ();
        for (; iter != iter_end; ++ iter)
            (*iter)->handle_data (dp);
    }
protected:
    std::set<DataHandler> handlers_;
};

Listing 2. Variation of the DataHandlerSet implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.
```

Listing 3 shows the base class for all Endpoint objects. It has one main method named set_handlers() that sets the collection of registered DataHandler objects. This allows the endpoint to pass received data to the DataHandler objects.

```cpp
class Endpoint {
    public:
        virtual ~Endpoint (void) { }
    void set_handlers (DataHandlerSet * handlers) {
        this->handlers_ = handlers;
    }
}

Listing 3 shows the base class for all Endpoint objects. It has one main method named set_handlers() that sets the collection of registered DataHandler objects. This allows the endpoint to pass received data to the DataHandler objects.
```
As shown in Listing 4, integrating the TAO (www.dre.vanderbilt.edu/TAO) middleware into OASIS requires implementing both a ConcreteDataPacket object (i.e., TaoDataPacket) and a ConcreteEndpoint (i.e., TaoDataChannel). The TaoDataPacket is also an object Adapter [15] for the TAO implementation of the DataPacket. As shown in this listing, the TaoEndpoint implements its DataChannel interface (see Figure 1 in Section II). More specifically, the handle_data() method encapsulates the received data packet in a TaoDataPacket object, and passes it to the set of registered DataHandler objects.

Lastly, the Client (see Listing 5) bootstraps the endpoint(s) with the DataHandlerSet. In OASIS, the DAC dynamically loads both DataHandler objects and ConcreteEndpoint objects from shared libraries. The source code in Listing 5 is designed to show how the main abstractions are associated with each other from an interaction point-of-view. When the Client is activated, it begins receiving data on its endpoints, which is passed along to each DataHandler object using the approach discussed above.

---

Listing 3. Variation of the Endpoint implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.

class DataChannel {  
private:
   DataHandlerSet * handlers_;  

Listing 4. Variation of the ConcreteDataPacket and Concrete-Endpoint implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.

class TaoDataPacket : public DataPacket {  
public:
   TaoDataPacket (const OASIS::DataPacket & p) : p_ (p) { }  
   virtual ~TaoDataPacket (void) { }  
   virtual char * data (void) const {  
      return this->op_.data ();  
   }  
   virtual bool byte_order (void) const {  
      return this->op_.byte_order ();  
   }  
   // Other interface method implementations...
    
Listing 5. Variation of the Client implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.

class Client {  
public:
   Client (void) {  
      this->tao_.set_handlers_ (&this->handlers_);  
   }  
   // Other methods to manage the client and endpoints.  
private:
   std::set <DataHandler *> handlers_;  

Listing 5. Variation of the Client implementation in the OASIS for the Standard Flat-rate Envelope.

10) Related Software Design Patterns: The Wrapper Facade [15] pattern is similar to the Standard Flat-rate Envelope in that it too wraps the contents of an underlying subsystem (i.e., data received on different implementations). The intent of the Standard Flat-rate Envelope, however, is different from the Wrapper Facade pattern in that the Standard Flat-rate Envelope focuses on reducing and/or delaying cost, whereas the Wrapper Facade solely focuses on providing a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem.

The Abstract Factory pattern [15] is also similar to the Standard Flat-rate Envelope’s structure (see Figure 2) closely resembles the Abstract Factory pattern. Besides differing intents, i.e., design vs. optimization, the Standard Flat-rate Envelope has a single product, and the Client object does not have to interact with the created products.

The Envelope [18] pattern is also similar to the Standard Flat-rate Envelope. In fact, the Standard Flat-rate Envelope is inspired by the Envelope pattern. This is because the ConcreteEndpoint is merely placing received data in an envelope, and then sending it along to the next object (i.e., the DataHandler). Unlike the Envelope pattern, the envelope recipient does not unwrap the envelope. Instead, each recipient accesses the envelope’s contents using the abstract interface defined on the AbstractEnvelope.

B. Pay-per-use

1) Intent: Reduce packaging overhead by writing an object’s state directly to a predetermined packaging location.

2) Motivation: In OASIS, software probes are responsible for packaging instrumentation data in common data representation (CDR) format before passing it to the local data channel. In some cases, not all data points collected by a software probe are updated at the same time. For example, if a software probe is application-driven and different parts of the application’s execution, such as execution blocks or threads, update different parts of the software probes values, then there is chance that the current state of the software probe is flushed without updating all the values. This scenario, however, does not constitute a incomplete sample set depending on the software probe’s intent.

Because of this use case, the software probe should only package the data that is set (or used). It should not have to pay the price for packaging data that has not been updated. Likewise, if all data points in the software probe are used, then the design approach for this pay-per-use goal would have
similar performance to packaging all data points with disregard for what data has been set. Finally, it is necessary to clarify this optimization technique does not mean some data points will be omitted from the packaging. Instead, this approach focuses on packaging all data points by only updating the values for data points that have changed since the last data flush.

3) **Applicability:** Use Pay-per-use when:
   - you do not want to pay the cost of packaging all the data points each time when only a few of the data points change between updates.
   - you want to use the same buffer to package data each time the data is collected.

4) **Structure:** Figure 3 shows the structure of Pay-per-use.

---

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3. Structural diagram of the Pay-per-use pattern.

5) **Participants:** The participants in Pay-per-use are as follows:
   - **DataBuffer.** The target buffer used for packaging individual data points.
   - **DataObject.** The aggregation of the data points that defines methods for setting/getting each individual data point.
   - **Placeholder.** Holds an individual data point’s memory location in the DataBuffer object. The Placeholder object also provides methods for setting and getting the data point’s value in the DataBuffer object.
   - **Client.** Use the DataObject object to set/get individual data points.

6) **Collaborations:** The collaborations of Pay-per-use are as follows:
   - The DataObject object contains a DataBuffer object. When the DataObject object is initialized, it reserves a location for each data point in the DataBuffer object. This location is then used to initialize the data point’s corresponding Placeholder object.
   - The DataObject object sets/gets the values for each individual data point via its corresponding Placeholder object.
   - The Placeholder object sets/gets its corresponding data point’s value using the memory location reserved in the DataBuffer object.

7) **Consequences:** Here are key consequences of Pay-per-use:
   1) **Reserves memory ahead of time.** When the DataObject is initialized, the DataObject reserves space for each individual data point in the DataBuffer. When the individual data points are packaged into the DataBuffer object, the DataBuffer does not have to grow itself on-demand. Instead, the Placeholder object updates its reserved memory location in the DataBuffer object.
   2) **No copy needed.** Because space is being reserved in the DataBuffer object and updated directly by the Placeholder object, there is no need to keep a local variable in the DataObject object that will eventually be copied into the DataBuffer object per the packaging standards.
   3) **Reuses the same DataBuffer object.** In relation with the previous consequences, the contained buffer in the DataBuffer object can be reused. This is because the structure (and size) of the DataObject object does not change. This also implies that the size of the DataBuffer does not change. Once memory has been reserved in the DataBuffer object, the DataObject object can always use that memory location—similar to a local variable in a class. When dealing with variable-length data points, such as strings and arrays, this assumption does not hold. We, however, discuss a solution for handling variable-length data points in the Implementation section.
   4) **Indirect access to individual data points.** The DataObject object is not able to access an individual data point’s value directly. This is because the Placeholder object controls access to its corresponding data point’s value via a reference to a memory location.

8) **Implementation:** Although implementation of Pay-per-use is usually straightforward, here are some issues to keep in mind:

   1) **Generic vs. function overloaded vs. type-specific placeholder objects.** The target programming language will dictate the Placeholder object’s implementation. For example, in C++ it is possible to implement the Placeholder object as a template class where the template parameter is the data point’s type. This implies the Placeholder object needs a setter method that uses the parameterized type as an input parameter, and a getter method where the parameterized type is a return pattern. For programming languages that do not support templates or generics, the Placeholder object can overload the setter/getting methods for each data type supported. This implementation, however, requires the DataObject object to invoke the correct setter/getter method on the Placeholder object.

   Finally, the Placeholder object can be implemented using the Strategy pattern [15] where the Placeholder class is a degenerate class. Type-specific Placeholder classes, e.g., IntegerPlaceholder, then subclasses the Placeholder class and is used directly by the DataObject object. This approach alleviates the concern of the DataObject object invoking the correct setter/getting method on the Placeholder object (as discussed above). Using type-specific Placeholder objects, however, requires manually creating a Placeholder class for each supported type.

2) **Handling fixed-length and variable-length data points.** Using Pay-per-use with fixed-length data is less complex
when compared to variable-length data. This is because with fixed-length data, the size of the DataBuffer object’s underlying data buffer is known a priori. When using with variable-length data points, it is hard to know the size of the DataBuffer object’s underlying data buffer a priori. It is therefore necessary to use multiple DataBuffer objects when the DataObject has variable-length data points.

Although variable-length data warrants usage of multiple DataBuffer objects, it is also possible to predict how many DataBuffer objects are needed to support both fixed- and variable-length data. For example, if the DataObject object has all fixed-length data points, then it needs 1 DataBuffer object. If the DataObject object has in the following order: fixed-length, variable-length, variable-length, fixed-length data, then it needs 4 DataBuffer objects. Based on this simple analysis, the number of DataBuffer objects needed is equal to the sum of variable-length data points and fixed-length data point blocks (i.e., a group of contiguous fixed-length data points). This implementation approach, however, requires usage of input/output (I/O) vectors to send data so individual data buffers are not required to be packaged into a single contiguous data buffer before passing the packaged data along.

9) Sample Code: The following C++ code implements Pay-per-use based on how it is currently implemented in OASIS. As shown in Listing 6, the DataBuffer class is created with an initial size, which sets the size of the internal data buffer. The DataBuffer class also provides two methods for managing the internal data buffer. The reserve() method allocates space in the data buffer, and returns the location of the allocated space. The skip() method pads the data buffer with unused space. Finally, the DataBuffer class has two accessor methods.

```cpp
9template <typename T>
9class Placeholder {
9public:
9    Placeholder (char *loc) : loc_ (reinterpret_cast <T *> (loc)) { }
9
9    void operator = (const T &value) { *this->loc_ = value; }
9    operator T (void) const { return *this->loc_; }
9
9private:
9    T *loc_; // Location of the actual value.
9};

Listing 7. Variation of the Placeholder implementation in the OASIS for Pay-per-use.
```

Finally, Listing 8 illustrates an implementation of the DataObject class named MemoryProbe for collecting memory usage stats. As shown in this listing, the data buffer is initialized to the total size of all the data points. Each data point then reserves space in the DataBuffer class. Lastly, the Client object updates the data points using methods exposed on the data object. When the data is ready to be sent to the DAC, the software probe flushes its contents.

```cpp
1template<typename T>
2class MemoryProbe {
3public:
4    MemoryProbe (void) :
5        data_buf_ (32), mem_used_ (data_buf_.reserve (8)),
6        mem_total_ (data_buf_.reserve (8)),
7        virtual_used_ (data_buf_.reserve (8)),
8        virtual_total_ (data_buf_.reserve (8)) { }
9
10    void memory_used (unsigned long long val) {
11        this->mem_used_ += val;
12    }
13
14    unsigned long long memory_used (void) const { return this->mem_used_; }
15
16    void memory_total (unsigned long long val) {
17        this->mem_total_ += val;
18    }
19
20    unsigned long long memory_total (void) const { return this->mem_total_; }
21
22    void virtual_used (unsigned long long val) {
23        this->virtual_used_ += val;
24    }
25
26    unsigned long long virtual_used (void) const { return this->virtual_used_; }
27
28    void virtual_total (unsigned long long val) {
29        this->virtual_total_ += val;
30    }
31
32private:
33    char *buffer_; // The underlying buffer for rsvs
34    char *curr_; // Current location in rsvp buffer
35    size_t size_; // Size of the data buffer
36};
```

Listing 6. Variation of the DataBuffer implementation in the OASIS for Pay-per-use.
Listing 8. Variation of a data object implemented in the OASIS for Pay-per-use.

10) Related Software Design Patterns: The Wrapper Fa-

cade pattern is closely related to this pattern in the both the
DataObject object and Placeholder object are defining a high-
level interface that make it easier to set/get values from an
underlying data buffer (i.e., the subsystem).

IV. EVALUATING PERFORMANCE GAINS FROM STANDARD
FLAT-RATE ENVELOPE AND PAY-PER-USE

This section discusses experimental results for the Stan-
dard Flat-rate Envelope and the Pay-per-use optimization
techniques discussed in Section III. All experi-
ments were conducted in the System Integration (SI) Lab
(www.emulab.cs.iupui.edu) at Indiana University-Purdue Un-
iversity Indianapolis, which is powered by Emulab [19] soft-
ware. Each node in the SI Lab is a Dell PowerEdge R415,
AMD Opteron 4130 processor with 8GB of memory executing
32-bit Fedora Core 15 (32 bit).

A. Standard Flat-rate Envelope Performance Experiments

1) Experiment Design and Setup: For this experiment the
DAC, EI Node and sample application with embedded soft-
ware probes were executed on a single host using localhost
for network communication. This was done so we can remove
networking overhead from the measurements. Each test ex-
cution loaded a single OASIS probe and flushed its state in
a loop as fast as possible. The sample application monitored
the number of flushes that occurred over the test duration to
calculate the average throughput. One test included execut-
ing the sample application for 2, 10 and 60 seconds for five
iterations. The results for all the iterations were then averaged.
Lastly, software probe with data models (or payloads) of size
0, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bytes were loaded by the sample
application.

For this experiment, we used the following OASIS config-
urations:

- **No data handler.** This configuration uses the EI node,
software probe and DAC loading the TAO publisher data handler. The TAO publisher data handler allows TAO clients to receive data in real-time. This test therefore will include additional performance overhead because the TAO data handler must examine the received instrumen-
tation data before publishing it to the appropriate TAO
clients.

2) Experiment Results: Prior to implementing the Standard
Flat-rate Envelope in OASIS, a baseline performance test
was completed. Figure 4 shows a comparison of throughput
between the **no data handler** and **TAO handler** OASIS con-
figurations.

As shown in this figure, when the DAC receives the software
probe’s instrumentation data using a networking middle-
ware technology, the data is converted to a standard object model
and then passed to any loaded data handlers. For the **No Data Handler** test, the cost of conversion is incurred without
needing the instrumentation data. The performance decrease
observed in Figure 4 shows that the relative implementation
cost of the TAO publisher data handler is 11%.

![Baseline throughput results comparing the No Data Handler and TAO Handler configurations.](image1)

![Standard Flat-rate Envelope pattern throughput results comparing the No Data Handler and TAO Handler configurations.](image2)

After implementing the Standard Flat-rate Envelope in
OASIS, the performance tests were repeated. The results for
this test are shown in Figure 5. As shown in this figure, performance decreased by 28% when the TAO data handler was loaded by the DAC.

As discussed in Section III-A, the Standard Flat-rate Envelope seeks to abstract networking middleware technologies while delaying translation costs until the data is read. These results show that the relative performance cost of the TAO publisher handler increased from 11% to 28% between these two implementations. The cost of the DAC receiving the instrumentation data from the networking middleware technology and sending it a data handler therefore has been significantly reduced. This is especially important in OASIS because the DAC is part of its core whereas data handlers are extensions designed and implemented by third-party developers. The Standard Flat-rate Envelope therefore helps the developer who design and implemented the data handler better understand its performance overhead.

Overall, delaying conversion of the instrumentation data in the No Data Handler configuration yielded a performance increase between 46.44% and 57.55%. This performance increase was reduced to between 36.31% and 37.58% for the TAO Handler configuration. This pattern therefore moves the cost of processing instrumentation data to the data handlers, which can be optimized accordingly.

B. Pay-per-use Performance Experiments

1) Experiment Design and Setup: For this experiment, the EI node and sample application with embedded software probes were executed on a single system. Each test execution loaded a 256 byte OASIS software probe that consisted of four 8-byte values. We then implemented a loop that set a different number of data points in the software probe, and flushed the software probe’s state as fast as possible. The sample application monitored the number of flushes that occurred over the test duration calculated the average throughput. One test included executing the sample application for 2, 10, and 60 seconds for five iterations. The results for all the iterations were then averaged. Lastly, we used the an OASIS configuration where no DAC is executed to highlight the software probe’s packaging performance without including network overhead.

2) Experiment Results: Prior to implementing Pay-per-use in OASIS, a baseline performance test was executed. After implementing Pay-per-use in OASIS, the performance test was repeated. Figure 6 compares the throughput of these two implementations using the No DAC configuration.

As shown in this figure, Pay-per-use addresses two major packaging concerns: excessive resizing the data buffer, and packaging every data point regardless of value change. The baseline implementation prelocates the header in the stream, but not the data points. As a result, the CDR data buffer must grow for each data point during the packaging process. After sending the packaged data points to the EI Node, the CDR data buffer must be reset accordingly. This growing and shrinking of the CDR data buffer results in a high performance cost.

Implementing Pay-per-use addresses this concern by preallocating a fixed-sized CDR data buffer. Because the 256-byte software probe does not have variable-length values, initializing the CDR data buffer to a fixed-size drastically reduces packaging overhead. Figure 6 displays the impact of this change using the No DAC configuration that set all four data points and resulted in a 36.58% performance increase.

By supporting fixed-sized CDR data buffers, the cost of packaging the data point occurs when the value is set using the DataObject object. Because the CDR data buffer is also reused between flushes, the cost of packaging unset data points is avoided and the previous value is used. This is a drastic improvement when compared to the baseline. As shown in Figure 6, throughput remains constant across all baseline tests. The Pay-per-use pattern, however, looses between 1.84% and 2.61% of it’s throughput per data point set. These results therefore support the pattern’s name and consequences.

C. Importance of Results to DRE Systems

DRE systems typically have limited resources and strict quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. It is therefore important that different concerns of a DRE system, such as software instrumentation, have optimal performance. As shown in the results above, the optimization techniques have improved the performance of the OASIS middleware. This is due in part to Standard Flat-rate Envelope and Pay-per-use embodying principles of implementing fast networked devices [20].

For example, the Standard Flat-rate Envelope embodies the principle of shifting computation in time by moving computation to the data handlers so endpoints on the DAC are not bogged down with transforming data and focus on receiving as much data as possible—especially for multi-threaded endpoints. Likewise, Pay-per-use embodies this same principle and embodies the principle of avoiding obvious waste. This is because there is obvious waste experienced when the software probe stores data internally, and then copies it when the data is being packaged for collection.

By implementing both techniques in OASIS, we believe that OASIS has improved is applicability to DRE systems.
V. RELATED WORK

Ganglia [3] is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance computing systems, such as clusters and Grids. Similar to OASIS, Ganglia allows it end-users to write their own probes, which are called Gmond metric modules. Unlike OASIS, Ganglia uses callbacks to collect each single data point in a Gmond metric modules. For example, if a Gmond metric module has six data points, then it will receive six callbacks when data needs to be collected. In OASIS, packaging is a single call. OASIS also allows the developer to select what middleware technology to use when sending data from a node to the DAC. Similar functionality in Ganglia is handled using multi-casts. Lastly, we believe that Ganglia can leverage the Pay-per-use pattern discussed in this paper to possibly reduce packaging overhead.

Nagios [4] is an open-source real-time monitoring system that is used heavily by IT from industry. End-users extend Nagios by crafting a wrapper script that executes a binary and collects instrumentation data. The script is then integrated with Nagios Core, which manages the time intervals for collecting instrumentation data. OASIS differs from Nagios in that Nagios uses a polling model to collect instrumentation data; and OASIS uses a push model to send instrumentation data to the DAC and a push/pull model to send instrumentation data to external clients. Moreover, OASIS focuses on optimizing each phase of the instrumentation process (i.e., collection, packaging, and data handling). In Nagios, it is the responsibility of the end-user to ensure the executable managed by the plug-in has little impact on the system undergoing software instrumentation. It is believed that Nagios (and plug-ins) can leverage some the patterns discussed in this paper to possibly reduce performance overhead.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is critical that real-time instrumentation middleware have minimal performance overhead as possible. This enables collection of more instrumentation data over a period of time, and ensures minimal impact of the software system under instrumentation. In this paper, we discussed two optimizations implemented in OASIS named the Standard Flat-rate Envelope and Pay-per-use. As shown in the experimental results, both optimizations improve overall performance of OASIS, and reduce OASIS’ instrumentation overhead. Based on our experience with these two optimization techniques, the following is a list of lessons learned:

- **Programming language may limit applicability.** Some programming languages make it hard to implement either of the patterns presented in this paper. For example, it may be hard, not impossible, to implement the Pay-per-use pattern in Java and C# because the programming languages do not support directly accessing memory locations, which is needed to reserve space in a buffer, and manage the reserved space. We will therefore research how the Pay-per-use pattern can be implemented in such programming languages.

- **Pay-per-use is easier to apply using code generation.** This is because the data object will be defined using a definition language. A compiler will then parse the data object’s definition to generate its corresponding source code. During the source code generation phase, the compiler can preprocess the data object’s definition and determine the best method for integrating the Pay-per-use pattern into the generated source code.
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